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Remember, Raise Their Hands! 



LinkedIn is a staple tool for any coaching practice. Merely having one is 
vital, as like your website, It acts as a checking tool for any prospects you 
are engaging with, to check your experience and professionalism when it 
comes to your own brand and business. 

Managing your LinkedIn profile and making sure that it is proactively used 
as a prospecting tool, is often not done correctly by coaches. When used 
correctly, it can be a lucrative and highly consistent way to ensure 
prospects are raising their hands. 

Maximising LinkedIns potential forms part of the few key strategies a 
coach needs. It manages the digital you, whilst you are free to manage the 
physical. Often, very similar strategies in one to one direct communication 
are used to your physical strategies like bold calling, cold calling and 
networking.  

Avalanche have a system to maximise LinkedIn's potential in each area. 
LinkedIn is a limited platform, so it won't cater for all of your marketing but 
it is a very consistent and important tool to have in the background. Used 
well and following our conversion rate standards, it will deliver a fantastic 
ROI. 

If you have marketing staff that you would like to run this platform, we can 
bolt on accountability and training for them and other strategies to make 
sure they are running everything to their max potential. 

Remember, linkedin's goal is what? A conversation and further value 
proposition acceptance, i.e 'hand raise' so go armed, know what is 
available to you and always leave with some sort of 'hand raise'. 

What is th strategy



Networking conversations are what they say on the tin, an opportunity for 
you to create strong conversations outside of the events you attend. These 
are actually a stronger version of what you would have at the events, as they 
are 121 conversations pre booked, so our clients often see a better 
conversion rate. 

The Raise Your Hand theory of this element is the fact that we are asking the 
prospect to join us in networking. It's not as 'give' as others but it does work 
and will deliver consistent conversations. 

This is not a high volume strategy and mostly used by coaches that have less 
time. 

How it works: 

Our team will message prospects with the proposal for a conversation about 
how you might be able to work together, find out more about each others 
business and have a general introduction. 

The hand raise opportunity comes from the call, at this stage we suggest 
using one of your give methods, be it a session if the prospect is clearly 
challenged with something, or the lead magnet, interview or event invite, 
depending on how the call goes. 

Always try to get your prospect to agree to a conversation opportunity post 
your initial conversations. 

Networking Conversations
 



Interview

Content - This is a phenomenal tool to create localized content. 
Content where it is a back and forth with someone in your community is 
far more engaging than just you! 
Exposure - More often than not, the prospect will share the content on 
their social media, opening up a wide range of exposure opportunities. 
Conversation - This valuable method will give you long face time with
the client as well as a fantastic opportunity to ask questions that will give 
you the information that you need to further the conversation. 

Check out our interview process document for lots of info! 

To remind you, this strategy is a much higher volume strategy than others 
but it also takes more work. We will help you with making sure you are set 
up correctly for this, so don't worry! 

3 Major Assets of this campaign are: 

1.

2.

3.

It's important to remember that this is the first date, you need to treat them 
right if you want a second. If you go in guns blazing, its unlikely that you will 
be treated to the next step ;) 



As a support strategy, we ask prospects permission for us to give them a 
lead magnet. This is a tried and tested strategy and works to support your 
bold calls. 

See our more in-depth bold calling document for more information. 

Lead Magnets



LinkedIn's event platform isn't great for actual event attendances. It is on the 
other hand, a great platform for raising hands. 

When you have an event, we will create an event page for you that 
invitations can be sent from. 

Each event page can send out invitations to all of your connections. 

The asset from this is that people will often accept the invite, despite not 
coming to the event. If the invites are targeted, this is interaction with a 
bunch of your target market. 

Our tool for data allows us to scrape the accepted invites for you to add 
them into your database. 

Each event should provide us with 30-40 people that can be added to your 
database each month! 

Events



"A typical account should be able to achieve the following: 

Account 1 

10-15 interview prospects per month 
or 
5-7 networking conversation prospects per month 

Support Account 

- 10-15 agreed lead magnets for bold calls per month 
- 500 event invites for database building 

A typical two pair account will be able to deliver 50-60 new people into your 
database each month and aid your conversation flow by 20-30 each month. 

LinkedIn is a limited platform but this can hum in the background. 

If you are managing this yourself as part of our accountability program, you will be 
given a walk through of the system once the NDA's are signed. 

A typical Account 
 


